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IntrodLtction 

The performance of state-of-the-art processors and the urge towards 
standardized open systems even at the binary code level <Application 
Binary Inte~+ace) make each attempt to develop new processor archi
tectures highly auestionable. 
But the prooiem is not so obvious. Just the advent of open architec
tures should lead quite naturally to questions like: 

Which arcnitec~ure is it worth to become a standard? 

:i. nno\12.ti \iE1 2rcnitectures really superior to wel 1--i ntroduc:ed 
architec~ures imolemented with the technologies of tomorrow? 

imorovements in sneer cer+ormance or in performance-to-cost-
ratio, resoectively, woulci be possible? Will they be sufficient 
enough to Justify the cost of software conversion? 

What is ~ne ootimum granularity of pa1-allelism, or, 
worcs, the ootimum size and structure cf the processing 

wi th cithei~ 

E? 1 em•:.m t::: j .1: 

we want tc cuild massively parallel systems Cwhich is inevitable to 
satisfy n~gnest-oerformance ~equ1rements)~ 

In tnis caoer, we 2ostract from all non-scientific: ooints of view, 
11Ke market oenetration, end-user acceptance~ necessary investment 
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designed to earn money with. And this will be our final gcal, tco. To 

we propose to take 2 first step: to try tu 
the cigital computer from the scratch, basec on more than 40 

years o~ ex2erience anci scientific work, rely1ng on tomorrows techno
loqies, l~ke 50 mill1on transistors on 2 s1ngle chic, 64 Mbit DRAMs 
etc .• but w~~h deliberate ciisregard of compatibility issues. A second 
steo woulc QE to evalu2t~ the results and to consider the compatibi-
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performance-~o-cost-ratlo would solve the oroblem on the spot~ the r 

neir . .i j_ ci'=c'c\S:. ~i:::> 1 •. iJ d + i nd enc:i 1_1.·;:1h 2.c:c:r:::.·ntr:::.r1ce· '.' venturf.:.' Cc\pi tc:(] etc. , or· thr:::·y 
would b2 subJe=t to the waste-oasketi respectively. Without douct, 

2 s~ron; motivation fa~ c~e2tive peacle to invent something 
l•JC)L\l d 

1 i k<~ 

There is onlv one W3V to answer the 0uestions= work hard and try. New 
are ~o be devElooed, and compared against 



Two approaches were decisive for the development of recent popular 
computer architectures: 

1. Optimization of machine instructions. 

2. Exploitation of inherent parallelism in ordinary programs. 

Machine instruction optimization is the core of the RISC-CISC debate. 
Instruction formatting, instruction timing, instruction pipeline 
structure, and register architecture are decisive for sheer perfor
mance as well as for the performance-to-cost-ratio of a processor 
architecture. Like in other fields of engineering, it has shown that 
near-optimum solutions will be well-balanced compromises; academic 
purism (e. g. RISC vs. CISC> is one thing, success on market is an 
other. To exploit inherent parallelism requires the capability to 
execute more than one operation at a time. This could be achieved by 
pipelining the operation unit, by providing multiple operation units, 
or by a combination of both <superpipelined/superscalar machines). To 
execute multiple operations in parallel requires appropriate princip
les to cletect the parallelism and to control the harclware. This could 
be done by means of hardware support to detect parallelism during 
runtime and to issue more than one instruction in one machine cycle 
("scoreboard" principles). An e:'\lternative approach p1~ovides e:·:traor
dinarily long instructicns which encode all operations to be executed 
simultaneously (Very Lang Instruction Word Machines; VLIW>. This 
principle requires the parallelism to be detected during ccmpile 
time. 

These approaches emerged mainly from measurements of instruction 
usage statistics, cache hit ratios, register allocation etc. In 
consequence, such architectures are already highly optimized. The 
optimization under the aspects of contemporary application programs, 
languages, and programming practice, however, will reach a point of 
saturation. Obviously, architecture development will reflect past and 
current programming habits, if essentially based on statistical data, 
thus leaving opportunities for further innovation untouched. 

Hence the development of even better architectures requires to com
plement measurement-oriented approaches by completely new concepts. 
Architecture optimizaticn should not be restricted to the machine 
instruction level but should also consider decisive application re-
quirements directly. ~ 

This leads tc an additional third approach: 

3. A holistic all-embracing view from the application requirements 
<the problems to be solved) over the statements in a programming 
language and the compiled instruction sequences down to the register 
transfer structure of the hardware and the individual machine cycles. 

Many important classes of application problems have a unsatiable 
demand for computing power. In such cases, the design cf special 
hardware seems to be an cbvicus solution. Clearly, it is not feasible 
to prcvide special high-performance processors for each important 
application problem, but the performance superiority cf properly 
designed dedicated hardware is ~eally impressive. This leads to the 



4. Design orinciples and hardware structures cf soecial processors 
should be used direc~lv for the design of the universal computer. 
This does not mean to combine an universal computer with dedicated 
coprocessors in the obvious way. Instead, the principles and struc
tures should be inherent in the architecture of the universal proces
sor. Examples: dedicated circuitry for each kind of operation <multi
ple execution units>, various dedicated storage means with parallel 
independent access paths, control and address calculation hardware 
adapted to typical innermost loops and access patterns. 

Computer architecture development today cannot rely on accidental 
revolut1onary invent1ons. Instead, well-proven methods of scientific 
and engineering werk had to be used to redL.1ce the amount o·f "gut 
feel" ciecisions a.nd thus to mird.mize thE• C)Ver.:;lll risk. This means: a 
systematic step-by-stec approach, the reciucticn cf complex problems 
to simpler ones, and the systematic experimental abandonment of 
tcdays conventicns er de-facto standards~ respectively. To acn1eve 
further improvements, it seems necessary to abandon current conven
tions (e. g. the bvte structure, ~he UNIX-style file handling etc.> 
anc to werk out as many new ccncepts as possible. These concepts are 
to b8 evalua~ed and comcared against current architectural principles 
~na rat.her evolutionary approaches Ce. g. the imorovement cf well
intrccuced architectures). 

in thjs caper, four principles will be cutlined which could comple
ment cther resea~ch activities and contribute to a gener2l1zing 
fr9mework of systematic computer architecture development: 

1. the rescurces paraciigm 
2. the paraciigm cf objec:t orientation 
~. the principle of control1ed carcinality 
4. the princiole of inc:arnated abstractions. 

The Resources Paradigm 

E.:;\c:h comc•ute1~ structL.tt-e can i::H?) 1'-t':1ge.i-·ded e.:;:. E1 ccH l 1".c>C:~J. cm !:)f hc?.rrclwar-e:· 
resourc:es, surh as memorv, crccessing means, data paths etc:. These 
resources are program-c:ontrolled, i. e. a stored program determines 
how the resources are used. Tnus the resources are to be ccmpleted by r 

storage means for the orogram information (control memory) and by 
means whicn select the acp~opriate c:ontrcl information for eac:h of 
t~e mac:hine c:vc:les anci wnic:h c:ontrol the remaining ( ·f 01'" 

Evidently, function2i capabilities ~nci sheer performance of the pro
Cf?ss:t nq r···es-::iun::es a!~e ciec :i. s.:l ve to 't.ht? OVE?r·-a.l l per+ cJr-manc:e C:)f ttH:~ 

c:omputer. For examcle, a computer with 2 hardware multip~ication unit 
will oerform multiolica~~~n faster than a machine whi=h does multi
olication by meane of shifi-add sequences! regarciless of the particu
lar architectural princlole. Multiple processin~ resourc:es will 
increase the performance uroportinnally, provided all these resources 
can be kept ousy wjth useful w0rk. The peak per+ormanc:e cf an arbi-
t v·· 2. r„ \.1 c: C•ff1~~-' L.\ t er- s t ~-·· 1...1. c:: "t:. t.l t- e c~ :-:t. n not ::.~:>~ c:: e·=·~c:; t. h E' :! :t. rn i t ~·: :;. \/f::·~r1 b \' t. h E': '=· j_ mp J. e:· 
f ortnL~J C:i. ~ 



Peak Performance = --------------------------------
Durati on_of _a_Machi ne_Cyc l e 

If the ensemble of processing resources has been selected, performan
ce will be determined by the connection (data path) resources toge
ther with the memory resources. These resources are decisive to feed 
the processing resources with data and control information. 

The influence of instruction formats, addressing modes etc. is signi
f icant at the third place only. These architectural features must be 
designed with the main objective to keep most of the resources busy 
with useful workload the whole time. 

Tc investigate these problems more in detail requires a closer lock 
at the hardware structure <Figure 2>. 
Processing resources are made cf flipflops or hardware registers and 
combinatorial circuitry. All flipflops and hardware registers of the 
processing resources are regarded as a resources vector. Parts of the 
resources vector need information from storage means, parts deliver 
selection information Caddresses) or data to storage means, and parts 
of the resources vector are fed back one upon another. This simple 
paradigm applies to all hardware structures which are provided to do 
digital (binary) information processing, and it allows to investigate 
several design alternatives systematically (see ''A Glimpse of the 
Register Transfer Level - the Resources Vector''). 

According tc this paradigm, the objective of computer architecture 
development is to provide powerful, cost-effective, feasible, and 
versatile collections of resources. This problem may be tackled 
systematically according to the following steps: 

1. An inventory cf appropriate resources is to be defined Cstorage 
structures, control circuitry, operation units, address calculation 
circuitry, interconnection structures etc.). For each resource type, 
performance and cost are known. Each type can be specified by a set 
of data structures and a set of operations def ined on them. Hence the 
resources may be descri bed formal 1 y by :;ome ki nd c•f al gebra Csee "The~ 

ResoLwces Al gebt-f-1 Concept ·-· an I nf cinnal Sketch 11 ) • 

2. To 
ble of 
r·y. A 
within 
CC)Unt ~ 

design a concrete machine requires to create a concrete ensem
resources which are to be selected from the resources invento

common objective for optimization is to maximize performance 
given cost constraints (e. g. silicon area or transistor 

r·espect i vel y) . 

~. In the next step, the memory anci interconnection structures are to 
be deve1c:iped. 

4. The last step is concerned with instruction set design, i.e. with 
the fc:irmatting of control information. If the application profile is 
kncwn, this is also an optimizaticn task which may ba solved systema
tic:ci.lly„ 

an architecture is characterized by its 
instructic:in set in the cc:inventional sense is 
J eacls qui te r1c:1t1 .. n-a.J. l y to the i_dea to usE· the' 
primary c:ompiler target. 

resources algebra. The 
less important. This 

resc:iurce algebra as the 



M2nv years of work had le~ to cos~-e+Tective naroware resources wnich 
exhibit consiaerably high performance. Hence it is not easy to find 
sources of further improvements. Here are some obvious proposals: 

1. New kinds of resources may be added to the inventory, e. g. more 
sophisticated Cperhaps specialized> types cf operation units. 

2. In new architectures, the quantity of resources may be increased 
so that inherent parallelism could be exploited <superscalar archi
tectures). 

3. Each kind of resources is still subject of internal optimization, 
even if the improvements to be expected may be rather small. 

The Paradigm of Object Orientation 

Object orientation is a necessity to master large software complexes. 
After the failure of iAPX432, hardware support for object orientation 
has gone out of vogue. But it is necessary to attack this problem. lt 
seems possible to achieve a breakthrough if more hardware, i. e. an 
adequate resources ensemble, will be provided. CThe expenditure of 
resources will be, in terms of gates and memory cells, or, with other 
words, in terms of silicon real estate, beyond the scope of customary 
microprocessors.) Suchsystems would be clearly superior compared to 
conventional architectures. For example, the access to descriptive 
information, e. g. object reference tables, object type descriptions 
etc., is decisive to overall performance. In such access sequences, 
an access is often dependent of information read in the previous 
access. A typical example is the access sequence according to Figure 
4: selector in the instruction -> access reference table of the 
current program (occasionally referred to as capability table) -> 
object reference table -> content of the object. RISC-style overlap
ping principles are completely useless. The only effective solution 
is a structure of dedicated storage means together with appropriate 
access paths and control circuitry, i. e. the incarnation cf the 
access scheme in dedicated .hardware. 

The Principle of Controlled Cardinality 

This principle means to expose the finiteness cf hardware resources 
explicitely in the architecture definition. Each ensemble of hardware ~ 
resources is charcterized by a finite number of resources and by 
finite cost limit.s; ("silicon bLtdget"). Clearly, this finiteness 
should be hidden from the user; he should be in command cf virtually 
unlimited resources. This is an important objective for each good 
programming language and operating system. Compilers, runtime envi
ronment, operating system, and hardware must work together to achieve 
this effect. At the instruction set architecture level, two approa
ches are apclied to ccpe with the finiteness: 

1. The quantity of resources is kept scarce, according to tight 
cost/feasibility constraints. A well-known example is the register 
file of the crocessor. To make efficient use of the resources is left 
to the programmer or compiler, respectively. Tc find compromises 
between cost, feasibility, and application requirements, a lot of 



2. The cardinality provided is so large that it can never go exhau
sted. This 2pproach is typical of the storage address space (32-bit 
or even 64-bit addresses). To implement this principle means either 
excessive (in most cases prohibitive) expenditures or additional 
provisions which are effective during runtime to take special mea
sures if some technically feasible limits have been exceeded. The 
most prominent example is the paging mechanism of the virtual memory. 

The second approach has the obvious advantage of elegance. But it has 
also drawbacks with respect to hardware cost, machine cycle length, 
code size, and runtime behaviour. To exercise program control Ci. e. 
to select one of the resources for use), the large cardinality must 
be coded somewhere (e. g. within the instructions) This means 
considerably more bits per instruction and thus an increase in code 
size. More complicated hardware may lead to a longer machine cycle. 
The runtime behaviour may become unpredictable (example: page thra
shing in virtual memory>. 

There are many good principles which could be implemented in a feasi
ble scale, but which would require some compromises if implemented in 
large scale. Hence cardinalities in an architecture should be speci
fied according to feasibility constraints. Example: A 16 by 16 cross
bar network of fast 32-bit data paths is feasible, a 1024 by 1024 
crossbar is not. Thus the architecture cf the storage subsystem may 
specify modules of 16 memory banks each and a maximum of 16 nonblok
king access paths. Hence each system programmer er compiler author 
could rely on the corresponding hardware properties or performance 
characteristics, respectively. An other example is hardware support 
for object orientation. A significant improvement in performance 
requires an appropriate structure of dedicated fast storage devices. 
The maximum capacity of these devices must be specified in the archi
tecture so that performance-decisive access paths could be passed in 
one machine cycle. This could be achieved easily for object identi
fiers cf 12 to 16 bits in length by application of fast static 
memories (4k to 64k>, but obviously not for extremely large <e. g. 
64-bit-) object identifiers. 

The Principle of Incarnated Abstractions 

This is the underlying principle for- the selecticm of functions to be •' 
cast in hardware and for the selection of targets for further impro
vement. 
Contemporary computer architectures had been optimized mainly on the 
instruction level. To that end, optimization data had been gathered 
by measurements and statistical evaluations based on existing pro
grams. To be committed to existing programs only means to transfer 
conventional progr-amming habits to new architectures, and may prevent 
from discovering opportunities for innovation. 
Thus the holistic approach is an ultimative necessity. Application 
requirements are to be studied according to their intrinsic struc
tures, not influenced by current programming habits. The base of 
experience may be found in sciences which correspond to important 
cle:i.sses of e:-;pplication problerr~s:,, like appJ.ied mathematics, formal 
logic, linguistics etc. An obvious scurce of experience are the well-
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These bases of eKperience are to be scanned systematically to find 
out widely accepted information structures and operations which are 
suitable tobe cast in hardware structures Ci. e. incarnated), or 
which provide a significant degree of usable inherent parallelism, 
respectively. From such systematic work, targets for future innova
tion may be identified. This is related to further improvement of 
already known resources Ce. g. new operation units for numerical 
calculations> as well as to entirely new hardware structures. In 
other words: the principle of incarnated abstractions serves for 
selection and specification of features which are worth to be incar
nated in dedicated hardware according to the approach to apply design 
principles of special processors. 

An Example Architecture Proposal 

Philosophy and Basic Concepts 

E:-,peri ence he.s shown the L1seful ness of desi gni ng "paper machi nes" at 
particular stages of research activities. In our case, we concen
trated on high-end systems and intented to develop a "good" <i. e. 
universal, powerful and cost-effective) high-performance machine 
which could replace many of the current multimicroprocessor systems 
and which could be modified to be a superior building block for 
massively parallel systems. 

The microprocessor in the true sense of the word was deliberately not 
chosen as the first research target~ From the angle of the resources 
paradigm, microprocessors are simply some kind of an ensemble cf 
resources. These resources had to be selected primarily under severe 
cost constraints (e. g. silicon real estate or transistor count, 
respectively> and under the constraint to provide off-chip interfaces 
which could be used by customers easily <regular address and data 
buses, timing schemes which fit for popular memory ICs etc.). Clear
ly, to design a whole system from the scratch, without the intention 
to sell the integrated circuits individually, allows for more degrees 
cf freedom. Besides, contemporary superscalar processors could be 
characterized according to our terminology, too <see ''How Far are 
Contemporary Processor Architectures from Dur Principles?"). 

The objective of the proposal is to provicie even more functionality 
and sheer performance. Supercomputer processing performance should be r 

combined with the capability to manage a large database which may be 
upgraded to a true knowledge base. Moreover, it should constitute an 
implementation target for the IC technologies of the 90's, thus it 
should make efficent use of large RAM structures and of logic cir
cuits comprising a few million transistors. This paper machine may be 
characterized by the following highlights: 

• The architecture will be specified by a resources algebra. 

• Orthogonality: the architectural specifications are 
of each other: data structures, descriptive structures, 
formats, length cf machine words, instruction issuing 
selection mechanisms. A coll~ction of Ada packages may 
paradigm for such specifications. 

indepenclent 
i nstr·uct i on 

mechanism, 
be a goocl 



case suosvstem~ execution environmen~ memory, ccntrol memory, da
ta/referen=e memory, memory structures within the cperation units. 

• Distributed processing with independently programmable devices in 
various functional units and levels cf the memory hierarchy, 
1~especti vel y. 

• The architecture is completely based on object-orientation, and 
comprehensive hardware support has been provided. 

• Only one elementary data structure: a string of n bits in length <1 
' n ' 64k) 1 called a binary vector. Binary vectors could be inter
creted as numerical or non-numerical information, respectively. The 
basic nume~ical data type is the binary coded natural number. Inte
gers are naturals extencied by a sign bit ~1. e. sign-magnitude repre
sentation as opoosed to the usual 2's complement representation>; 
floating co1nt numbers are composite objects of an integer mantissa 
and an integer exponent; rational numbers Cincluding decimal numcers) 
are reoresented as binary coded frac:tions. Floating-point numbers can 
be converteci into extremely lono integers and vice versa to 
facilitate implementation of high-accuracy algorithms. 

• reoresentation of the objects is isolated the 
oacking of the bits which enccde the object content. 

there are some credefined formats 
bi:tSj_ C 

could be divided into bags of 
packed together in containers 

j, s i:.. he buc: ke:·t 
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bits. 
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multiple high-performancs 

• The rontrol orincioles 2re combinations of microprogrami 
aataflow concepts. 

VL I tiJ ,1 B.nd 
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Overall System Structure 

Tne main building blocke 2re snown in Figure o. The peripheral subsy
stems are comcosed oi sta~e-of-the-art harciware~ like disk arrays, 
optical disKs, ano various interfac& controllers. Thus a more de
tailed descric~1on can be omitted. The Knowlecige Base Memory CKBM> is 

\'\IC::i.r·s·!, 

It is not simply a 
but a~ active u~it witn various pro~essing and memcry resour-

main purpose is to nold the data 1 knowledge base 

Execution Resources EnsemDle XRE wn~cn comprises 

rn2c::h:i.r1€" c:ompr-is:.inc;.1 ·feiu1·· 
indeoendent address calculation 

To oe proc:esseci, 

high-· 
har-ci ·-·· 



~ne KBM to the XEM which may be consioere~ s:m_~2r to ~ne RAM in 
conventional architectures. Processors re+erence to the KBM via ob
ject iclentifiers and appropriate commands. Access to the XEM is via 
conventional addressing. 

Knowledge Base Memory 

The KBM is a heterogenous configuration which comprises a structure 
memory, an array of data memories, and the necessary interfacing 
provisions. The structure module provides the hardware support for 
the object orientation. Each information structure is considered to 
be an object which can be accessed by its identifier. The identifier
to-address mapping is done by specialized hardware which includes 
dedicated memory structures (here, the principles of incarnated ab
stractions and controlled cardinality have been applied). Figure 7 
illustrates the flow from the access control information (which may 
be part of an instruction) to the data address of the object content 
<this scheme is complemented by Figure 8 and Table 5>. 
Memory space is allocated in form of containers. In the architecture, 
the container sizes are standardized <if only one container size were 
provided, the concept would be similar to the conventional paged 
virtual memory>. Complex allocation principles are implemented to 
guarantee that the data will be stored according to the particular 
use (for high-speed processing, an object should be stored as an 
entity, for retaining in a backup storage, data may be scattered, 
and even data compression may be applied). 

Processor module 

The components of the processor module will be explained according to 
Fi9ure 6~ 

• The Control Memory CM ccntains the last recently used instructions. 
lt may be compared to a conventional instruction cache, but according 
to the princicle of controlled cardinality, so+tware can exercise a 
tighter control Cthere are explicit instructions to load programs 
into the CM, and hardware provisions to access these programs direct
ly which allows for a shorter machine cycle than the usual set
associative access mechanism). In the example, the CM is composed of 
four banks cf 4k buckets (128 bits each). 

• The References/Data Memory RDM may be compared to the conventional 
data cache, but it is, similar to the CM, subject of tight software 
control. Essentially, it is used to hold access descriptors <capabi
lities; see Figures 7,8> and temporary variables cf the active pro
grams Cit resembles somewhat to a scratchpad memory or to the on-chip 
F~AM o·f the Transpu.te1~, 1~espec:t i vel y) • In the e:-: ampl e •i the RDM i s 
composed of four banks of 4k buckets (each bucket may contain two 
access descriptors or some temporary variables, according to the 
particular data type). 

• The Selector/Iterator Resources Ensemble SIRE is essentially a 
collection of address calculation means similar to the example shown 
in Figure 5. Adequate hardware ~s provided to ensure that the proces-
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• The Processing Resources Ensemble PRE consists of four processing 
units, called Processing Resources Collections PRC. Figure 9 illu
strates the structure of a PRC. There are resources for numerical and 
non-m„1meri cal Cl ogi cal, graphi es) processi ng as wel 1 as for the 
detection of various conditions. Intern~lly, a Multipurpose Memory 
MPM is provided. It may be used as a scratchpad, a stack cache, or as 
a collection of vector registers, respectively. In the example, it is 
composed of four banks of 256 buckets each. Multiple data paths are 
64 or 128 bits wide, and all resources are designed for maximum 
performance. Some of the resources could be operated in parallel. The 
PRC may be considered somewhat similar to state-of-the-art proces
sors, like i860 or TMS 34082. <For a glimpse of more details, see 
MAT91. > 

System expansion 

The system coul d be e:·:panded accordi ng to an "i nverted tree" scheme 
<Figure 10): The KBM subsystem could be extended by more KBM units. 
Multiple XRE units could be attached to th~ KBM. Up to two processors 
could be attached to one XEM. Thus memory capacity and processing 
performance will grow together adequately if the architecture is 
extended tc true parallel (medium-grain MIMD-type> processing. 
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The Generality of the Resources Paradigm 

The simple paradigm, sketched roughly in Figure 1 CMA90J, covers 
even the e:-:tremes in compLiter archi tecture: the "puri sti c 11 v. Neu
mann as well as the dataflow concept. 

In the v.Neumann architecture, the control memory is accessed 
sequentially. The sequence is determined by the control means 
according to hard-wired algorithms of instruction address coun
ting or branching, respectively. Besides, in a genuine v.Neumann 
rnachine there is only one memory; i. e. control and data memory 
are unified. v.Neumann machines are performance-limited since the 
pracessing resources are controlled sequentially. Hence inherent 
parallelism during runtime cannot be exploited. 

In a dataflow architecture, the contral memory is essentially an 
associative memory which delivers control information according 
to the availability of resources and data. Obviously, this allows 
for maximum performance, but such an completely associative con
trol memory is cost-limited. Implementations of practicable size 
will require compromises between associative and sequential ac
cess, i. e. between performance and cost, respectively. 



A Glimpse of the Register Transfer Level - the Resources Vector 

The resources vector paradigm <Figure 2) means essentially to 
study and evaluate architectural principles at the reoister 
transfer level. Evidently, all architecture proposals which pre
tent to become implemented must have this level in common. Dur 
approach is not to start architecture design by deciding between 
CISC, RISC, VLIW etc. principles, but to consider an ensemble of 
resources which has been assembled together to fulfill specific 
cost/performance objectives, and to or~ovide for the most effi
cient use of these resources. We want the resources to do useful 
work in each machine cycle, thus "awdliary" cycles which contri
bute nothing to solve the application problem Clike instruction 
fetches, address calculations etc.) have tobe avoided. Figure 3 
a> illustrates the obvious solution: in each machine cycle, all 
the necessary control and data information from memory must be 
delivered in parallel. VLIW and dataflow architectures come close 
to this ideal. But cost is high, and some concepts are not feasi
ble, at least in the near future. The common compromise is to 
select only a part cf the resources vector in each machine cycle 
and to encode this selection within the control information ll. 

e. within the instructions>. This scheme CFigure 3 b)) applies to 
most of the contemporary camputers. In RISC machines, the control 
circuity is merely combinatorial, and each machine cycle is 
controlled bv a particular instruction. To implement CISC archi
tectures requires rather complex sequential control circuitry 
Ci. e. a state machine) or even microprogram control. 



BOX ·-' 

The Resources Algebra Concept - an Informal Sketch 

An algebraic structure is characterized by a set of data struc
tures IDI = {D-1 ••• Dn}, a. set of operations 101 = {0-t•••Om}, and .::>. 

mapping MD c {IDI x 101} which assigns to each operation o; € 101 
the correspondi ng data structures Dj , Dk ••• E 1D1. 
Obviously, it is suitable to provide two kinds of algebraic 
structures: an inventory algebra IA and an architecture algebra 
f.:iA. 
An inventory algebra IA may be represented like 

I A = { 1D1 , 101 , 1R1 , MD, MFO where 

!DI is the set of data structures (fundamental data types> 

101 is the set cf operations provided, 

!Rl is the set cf hardware resources <the inventory proper), 

MD c { ! D ! )< 101} i s the mapp in~~ whi eh ass:i gns data structun=s to 
oper~ati ons., 

MF<: C { 101 ;.; 
resour--ces 

IR!} is the mapping which assicns operations 
(it has been introduced because some hardware 

to 
re-

sources are capable of performing more than one operation; 
the conventional arithmetic-logic unit may serve as an exam
p l e) • 

An architecture algebra AA may be used to describe a particular 
computer architecture: 

AA = { 1RA1 1F:C1, Tc·~.;. 0.1 where 

! R?:i I = {RA1 ••• RAr}; RA;€ 1 F( i i :::: 1 ••• 1"·, is the set of resources; 
selected from the inventory, 

lRCi = {c1 ••• cr}; Cj€ {1,2, ••• }~ i == 1. ... r~ is the set which 
describes the quantity <cardinality> of each selected re
source, 

IS describes the interconnection structure. 

These simple algebraic structures may be complemented by other 
formalized descriptions of cost, performance etc. Cthe performan
ce algebra in MUL88 may be considered a stimulating example>. 



:BuX 4 

Adequate Cardinalities Proven by Experience 

are av<:ü 1 abl e whic:h Many exoerimental and analytic:al results 
cauld be used to define cardinalities in 
tures. Important tccics are: 

innovative architec-

the size cf a register file 
the size cf ins~ruction, ciata, anc stack caches 
the size o~ memorv pages and segments 
the number of parameters to ce oassed in subroutine invocations 
the freouency of oarticular operations 
the rate of usable inherent parallelism. 

Two exampies will be aescribed more in cetail: 

1. The size of a stack cache 

ln the exoerimental CRISP microorocessor fDI87J, a stack cache of 
. „ 

·-··....:„ 
-~ „„ ' .. 
,j„::: tt 1 ·c. :::: . nac o?en providsd. Tnis capacity was 

according to 2 compreMensive h1t ratio analvsis. Some 
~esults a~e given in Table 1, snowing the significance of 
rativelv small fast on-chip memories. 

of the 
comp2.-· 

The correspcndence between selection fielcis in 
and the number of data cbjects to be selec:ted 

instruc:tions 

LWAFS7J have shown that the1~e) 1 ·:::: 

than 4096 
!YIO~~t f !~ ':?„.„ 

qu.ent_ J 'y', access ~o 17 ... b4 CJbvi c:•Lts.1 v· '; 
r· ed LtC t: i CJ!"~ s in cooe size could be e~cected i. + adcfr-t:?ss:. 

f1elo lenctn in instructions woulo corresponci ciirectly to the 
r!L\!T!t:iF.-f!! o-f cj.~:'t.t21. :~~bJ~·~Ct!:; l/·.Jl·1:i. 1=!--·; at"'Ff! -S.C~C 1~SSF~cJ b}1 the pal-tj. c::u.12.t"" 
nrogram 1i. e. the field in the instruct1on would contain not an 
aooress ou~ the ordinal number of the correspanciing data object, 
;:;1.nci :::.ome nie.Po J. nq ,, 2_1-· cii;-.i;:, 1-· f.·:; \.'Joul c:! be 1-e~qu i 1-E.1d) • ~)ome 1·-·e:c'U 1 t s ;:1.1·· e:· 
snown in Table 2. Bit-variable ~ield length is difficult to 
1m~l~men~. thus some f1xeo-iength farmats (e. g. 6 and 12 bits) 

and sufficientlv fast memo·-
a kbits, JO ns> 2rP 2v2ilable for oerformance-effi-

=ient imalementation o~ the maoping n0rciware. Refer to Figures 7 
in the c2se of 2 

where ~wo mapping stages 

frorn 

„-v, 



BOX 5 

lncarnated Abstrac:tions - Three Examples 

1 • Data types and elementary operations for numerical 
tions 

c:omputa-

Mathematical research has shown that the following data types are 
necessary to perform numerical computations CKUL81J: 

1 ' .. ) 

2) 
natLtral numbers 
integer nLtmbers 
re~.:ü numoeF"s 
comple:< numbers 

5) intervals over 2> and 3) 
6) vectcrs and matrices over 2) 

The necessary cperations are~ 

acid i t i er. 
Eut:.tr·e.cti cm 
mu1 ti !J l i ce.ti an 
C'!i\fiS~i~n 

c:i ot L~> ~- oc! Lt c t. •1 

2:~) , and 4). 

Fcr the Qa~e tvpes 3) ... 6) structures and operations are shown 
togethe~ in Tacle 3. Each mathem2tical operation an mathematical 
Etructures is to be mapped tc a machine operation which processes 
machine-internal data recresentations. Tnese mappings must gua
rantee that the cbta!ned macnine-in~ernal representation of the 
result will be as clcse as possible to the accurate result Cthere 
must be no cther value of the internal representation between the 
internal and the acc:urate result), 2nd the rounding direction 
muet be contrcllable by program. lnese mathematical realiza~icns 

may lea~ ~o high-performance/hign-ac:c:uracv resources for nu
merical calcula~ions based on only one elementarv data type: the 
h J. n,::i.!-v c:octec:! na.tura.l numi:::•e!·- „ 

2. Access Patterns 

Access oa~terns may serve 2s aostractions for cata selecticn in 
per+ormance-dec:isiva DO-loops. 
LaE8E.J. 

ar'f? . .i ::-;hotß\ln :i. n Table 4 

}~esi cies." structures ana ooerations of the APL lan~uage are 
2 base cf excerience, (ti-: i s 

2lready insp1red arcnitecture research~ e. g. CHIB6, GI81l. Dedi-
cculd be orovicied to ~acil1tate raoici access to 

eiemen~e OT ciata s~ructures ~ccord1ng to such principles. An 
examcle !S the 2~er2tor hardw~~e sncwn in Figure 5 which can 
celiver ~ocress v2lu~s ~o ~cc~ss 3rrav structures from one tc 
tnree Qlmensions. To ~ormu~~te sucn an access oattern in a ccmmon 



for AD3 = 1 to EC3 do 
for AD2 = 1 to EC2 do 

for AD1 = 1 to EC1 do 

••• calculations using variables Vi <AD1,AD2,AD3> ••• 

end; 
end; 

end; 

Usually, the address of an array element Vi <AD1,AD2,AD3> will be 
calculated according to the formula 

ADDRESSCVi> = ARRAY_BASE +AD! + <AD2-1>*EC1 + <AD3-1)*EC1*EC2 

<EC1,2,3 represent the element count of the 
di mensi on.) 

correponding 

The iterator .hardware avoids address calculation in 
body. Especially the multiply operations are omitted; 
be needed only for the set-up of the hardware (Offset 
tions> prior to loop execution. 

3. Inherent Parallelism 

the loop 
they will 
calcula-

The rate of usable inherent parallelism depends on the semantic 
level on which the problem has been investigated. A lower level 
means less usable parallelism. Investigations at instruciion 
level show a rate disappointingly low <e. g. not more than two 
instructions are recommended to be executed in parallel; e. g. 
J089, SM89). On the contrary, investigations of Fortran source 
code had promised that from 16 to more than 128 independent 
operation units could be kept busy [KU74J. Hardware implementa
tion of APL-like structures and primitves allows for even more 
parallelism; dedicated high-performance hardware (special proces
sors optimized for the particular data structures and operations> 
have shown tobe superior even to Chypothetical) dataflow ma
chines. These facts emphasize the importance of considering 
higher semantic levels for architecture design Cthe usefulness of 
skipping intermediate semantic levels in the process of architec
ture optimization has been stressed in MAL84, for example). 



BOX 6 

How Far are Contemporary Processor Architectures from Dur F'rin-
ciples? 

Characteristic features of contemcorary high-performance proces
sors are completely adequate to the principles described, or, 
from another point cf view 1 these orinciples are merely generali
zaticns cf and extraoolations from the state of the art which 
snow evolutionary wavs to still better architectures. Here are a 
few examples <mainly based on i860, i960, TMS 34082, Transputer T 
800 1 Motorola 88000 and DSP 960002>: 

Multiple and soecialized cperation units may be considered to 
exemo11ty ~he resources paradigm and tne pr1nciple cf incarnated 
abstraction. There is separate integer and floating point hard
ware wnich =an be operated in oarsllel, thus providing parallel 
floating ooint computations and integer address calculations. 

universal architectures orovide operations v-:h :i. eh 
had been tvoic2l cf soecial processors Ce. g. elementary graphics 
operations, like Clio, Draw, z-buffer moves etc.). Further direc
tions of evolu~ion: 

mo1,-e un1ts. 

o~her soecial operations (e. g. to facilitate knowledge oroces
·::::inq) 
imoroved internal cnainino of oaerations (see the multiply-add 
chainino in thE FP unit of the i8b0) 
soec1el:zed units for universal high-accuracy ar1thmetic as 
well as ~or address calculations (Figure 5 may serve as an 
examolel msv oerform better tnan tne comcination of FP and uni
versal inteoer units. 

chip memDt-y 
of controlled cardinality may be exemplified by on
which is directly controllable by software Ci860 
vector register, Transputer on-chip RAM>. Further 

directions of evolution~ 

ci1stributed memories <multiple vector 
dedicateci memories ta suoport ooJect-oriented 
F. i ~~Lt,.- e ~· 7 ~ e, ) 

- on chic multipurpose scratchpad 1 

rnE:n·101·- 1 e~." 

a.ocwessi n~J :; see 

On-chio memorv man2oement~ seqmentation, and paging 
hardware (i8o0~ m2y bs considerej a predecessor for fully-fledged 

oQject orientation Cthese features . . 
et J t- E.' .::1 Cl ':/ S'.·UD p c:.t·· T. 

some oea~ee o~ abstract1on +0~ data and instruction access). 



-

Stack cache si ze Hit ratio 
' (32-bit words) <on-chip refer-ences) 

(l 0% 

4 4'"'"' ..;..;. 

8, 50/. 

16 73% 

32 e.1 !. 

64 82/: 

122. 82~~ 

256 Q'la/ 
uLI. 

Table 1: Empirical r-esults: stack cache 

size vs. hit ratio. 

,,.. 



Length of address 
(selec::tion) field in relative c::ode 

instrL1ction length 

variable to the bit 1. 0 

4/8/12 bits 1. 18 

6/12/18 bits 1. 13 

8/16/24 bits 1. 43 

only 12 bits 1. 78 

only 16 bits 2.12 

like S/370 3.30 

Table 2: Empiric::al results: address (selection) 

field length vs. code effic::iency. 



})2.tB. t\/De::; f:;tructLtre 

rer.:) . .!. f'ii_1.mDers-: 
, ... ·ea.I i nt.E1 r-\1etJ. Ei: 

COfTir.:J :L E~;< f1UffiberwE; s; + -

comolex in~ervals. 

-i- -- ·ii· 

!\lote: HJ da~2 tycee are valid for all structures. 

Table 3: Overview: elementarv ciata tvoes~ structures, and 

ooerations ~o~ numer1cal calculations. 



1. a row of a matrix 

2. a column of a matrix 

3. the main diagonal of a quadratic matrix 

4. the row section of a quadratic matrix accor
ding to the upper triangular matrix 

5. the row section of a quadratic matrix accor
ding to the lower triangular matirx 

6. a vector consisting of the odd elements of 
another- vec:tor 

7. a vector consisting of the even elements of 
another vector-

.8. the transposed matrix 

9. the "planes" of a C:Ltbe 

10. a matr-ix consisting of the odd elements of 
the odd rows of another matr-ix 

11. submatrices 

Table 4.· Examples of typical access patterns 

in numerical computing. 



Information structure Memory structL1re capacity/width Not es 

Conte:·:t descriptor CRT 64 X 32 bits 1 
Conte:·:t 
Reference 
Table 
Memory 

Access descriptor ART 16k X 128 bits 2 
Access (2 descriptors 
Reference in 1 bucket) 
Table 
<in RDM) 

Region descriptor RRT >4k ~< 64 bits 3 
Region 
Reference 
Table 
Memory 

Dbject descriptor ORT >16M ~< 128 bits 4 
Object 
Reference 
Table 
Memory 

Notes: 

1 An instruction can select between 64 Access Reference Tables 
which represent the context of the current program. The CRT 
memory is an auxiliary memory within the RDM hardware (it is 
somewhat similar to the display registers in the B 6700 
[0RG73J >. 

2 The current Access Reference Tables are stored in the RDM 
proper. A 128-bit-bucket contains two access descriptors. 

3 The object space of the system consists of 
with 4G objects each. The RRT memory is 
region descriptor cache. 

max. 64k regions 
a set-associative 

4 The last recently used object descriptors are 
dedicated ORT memory. Like the RRT memory, it 
according to a set-associative principle. 

hel d in the 
is organized 

Table 5: Overview: information structures of 

object-oriented access organization 

according to Figures 7,8. 
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a) Immediate assignment 

Memory 

Resources 
vector 

b} Encoded selection 

Memory 

'----....--------.-----' Ins tr u c t i o n reg i ste r 

Opcode 

Operation 

decode 

Control circuitry 

Addresses1 

immediates, 

etc. 

Parts of the resources 
vector are loaded 
selecti vely. 

..__....,.,., Gating circuitry 

Data 

Figure 3: Alternatives: teeding the resources vector 

out ot the memory. 



Selector 
ordinal 

Access reference 
ta bl e . (ART) 

(Capability tableJ 

Object reference 
ta ble (ORT) 

1 1 

1 

·~ 

1 

1 

r---__JSI I~ 
<ll 
N 

/ 
Access descriptor (capa bil ity) 
\ 
['_/ ____ -- @bJ;cti;n-t.(ordinal) ] 

? 

Access rights 

~/ 
/ 

Object descriptor 

~Ft~trot--f [. Size [ Address 1 

Figure- 4: Object-oriented access scheme. 
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Standardized buses to 110 controtters 
1 1 and 

L 
s u bsystem s 1 

K BM Knowtedge Base Mern o ry Subsystem 

Structure Data 
Memory Memory 

Array 
-. 

'~ 
·-· 

XRE Execution Resources Ensemble 

Access XEM Execution Environment Memory 
comman ds . 

. 

(/) J Mulhole acce ss 
- - -.c paths +-g 

' 1 C7! 
(/\ 
Vl 

c 
CM Control Multiple ROM Refere nces I Cl 

VI reference paths_ ;i VI Memory Data OI --.. .D 
c... . 

"O ~ Memory = "O + Multiple 0 C1 (/) 0:: c l internal buses 1 , 
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-a 4- 1 ·- X 
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IPRC 2 
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Figure 6: System overview. 
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Access control inforrnoti on structure 

OROINAL OFFSET 

CONTEXT 
14-

'6 

CRT 
ADR 

DO 

RAM 

adrs 

size 

ART 
AOR 

*" 

1 

1 

belongs to ROM hardware 

00 

RAM 

l 
- - _J 1 1 ., 

ordinal 

RI GHTS 

CHECK 

~ 

RRT 
ADR 

RAM 

00 

adrs -
size 

ORT 

ADR 

~ 
---< 

00 

*: to 

RAM 

base 
adrs 

exception 
signalization 

size 

belongs to K BM 

Data adrs 

~ 

Structure Memory hardware 

Figure 7: Hardware incarnation of object oriented data access. 



Cant ext d escriptor 

fes~T size 1 base odrs 1 

'14 bits 14 birs 

Access descriptor 

l~ccess rights j region 1 object ordinal 1 

16 bits 32 bits 

Region descriptor 

s1ze (max object count) base odrs of the ORT 

32 b i ts 32 bits 

Object descriptor 

control information size localizatlon (object base adrs) 

32 b i t s 64 b its 

Figure 8: Information structures for object-oriented dato access. 



~Multiple 

· data/instruction por ts 

l 
Multi purpose (~ 8 k Bytes) J 

Control Memory 
Arguments selec ti on/ 

~ {AD RS) alignrnent 
' 

1 l 
Multiple argument buses 

1 1 
, 

' .~ . . , ~ 

Logic Graphics Conditions 
' ' '~ ~ ~ 

·Gate thru ·Clip ·First/last occurrence 

\Add/sub / \Multiply / \oivide / • lnvert ·Draw • No. o f occ urrenc es 
·And 

·z-buffer operations • lnterval tests 
·Or • Max/min detection 
·Xor etc. 

·~ ' l 
Multiple result buses 

Figure 9: Processing resources collection (PRC) overview. 
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